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It Won’t Happen Without Prayer - Part 2 – Pe55on    January 17, 2024 

1 Samuel 1:9-20 (Reference 1 Sam. 1:1-20)   Rev. Byron A. Jackson, M.Div. 

  

1. Hannah is a wife during  a time of                         . 

2. The setting of this story is during a time of                         . Lack is the backdrop 
for the text.  

3. Hannah is anguished because her counterpart,                         ,  is her rival, 
gloating because of what Hannah lacks. Hannah’s womb has been closed 
by          . 

4. Hannah finds herself in what we would call                               . 

5. Elkanah believes that his                for her should be enough to satisfy her 
sadness. He                 her issue, but thinks that he should be enough. 
Some                          only God can fix.  

6. Hannah lived in a world where she had a need, a desire, a problem that no 
one                               .  

7. Her distress leads to a request for God’s attention and blessing. While in the 
temple, Hannah                .  

8. Her petition asks for                      to be                            ,  yet she boldly asks God to 
help anyway.  

9. Hannah prays              her heart and God answers. Therefore, you and I must 
know that God                 our hearts. 

10. Therefore, prayer is a practice of turning one’s heart                    God.  

11. Her distress catches the attention of the                       who accuses her of 
being                . 

12. Hannah does not pray from a place of posture and                , she prays to God 
from her current                         .  

13. Eli partnered with her only                 he knew what was wrong. May we not be 
so                               .  
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14. She felt                    once she prayed. Her spirit was lifted not by the child, but by 
the freedom and pleasure of                    my problem to the One who can 
handle it. 

15. She put herself in                         , and God did the                         .  

16. She was faithful to keep the promise she made to God in her                         . 
Samuel means                                    .  
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